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	Imagine these two ideas interconnected.  The first comes from the Columbus City 
School curriculum standards, stating that every child, K-12, have a ceramic experience.  
The second idea is to incorporate this ceramic experience with the understanding that the 
work being made is for a cause greater than the students themselves.  As a result, found 
within the content of original ceramic artmaking is the head, hand as well as heart.  That 
is the dream at the heart of the Claynation Army.  
	Inclusion of the heart can be articulated as artwork that is made for the people by 
the people.  It is where the purest form of handcraft is found,.  That is because the 
individual artist relies on the personality of the artist rather than the character of the craft.
	Being intentional in presenting this mindset, the ceramic experience is broadened 
to include the importance of understanding the difference between making artwork and 
making art that works.  Knowing this difference will empower future leadership in the 
arts to embrace service as a way to succeed as a citizen in the global community.  The art 
of the people as a whole is much more important than the art of any one individual.
	To negate personality is an error, however to remain satisfied with personality is 
yet a greater error.  In the context of the ceramic experience if we as educators fail to 
make this distinction we are simply making clay objects that sit lifeless on the shelf.
	I had originally approached Stewart Elementary School with this proposal because 
my daughter is enrolled in 1st grade there.  The project was met with great enthusiasm and 
the principal informed me that she felt it was very much in line with the district mission.  	Furthermore, I met with Susan Fossmeyer who is the Executive Director of 
Division II, and she suggested that I present the idea to the CQCC.
	The Claynation Army idea is simple.
	Each student is instructed to fabricate two ceramic figurines with the 
understanding that one piece will be sold in an art show hosted by the school.  The 
proceeds will go into an account set up by the Columbus City Schools and used to 
advance the district mission.  
	The following objectives outline an exploration of this genre of artmaking as they 
might be infused into the present curriculum of ceramics in the Columbus City Schools.

Objectives
 	discuss why people make art for different reasons
 	introduce the concepts of an art that is made by people for people
 	structure class time to allow enough time for student to make one extra piece of 
clay work (figurines)  to help others
 	plan and execute art shows that showcase work as well as demonstrate how 
proceeds for the sake of work contribute to helping others
 	involve students in presentation of work and have them articulate the mission to 
others’ specific use for art made

	The Claynation Army was formed based on my own teaching experience at 
Kenyon College (1999-2007).  Having graduated from the Cleveland Institute of Art 
(1998) with a BFA in ceramic sculpture, my intent was to explore art that serves 
something other than the art itself.  After turning down an acceptance to attend Cranbrook 
for an MFA program, I entered the seminary at The Methodist Theological School in 
Ohio, graduating with a masters in specialized ministries.  Currently I am a certified 
candidate for licensed and ordained ministry by the East Ohio Conference of the United 
Methodist Church.
	The Claynation Army idea comes from clay itself.  When water is added to clay 
minerals, the particles in the clay align and provide an interior strength giving and 
retaining shape to whatever is formed.
	Students that participate in artmaking that serves something greater than 
themselves are shaped to appreciate in such a way as to strengthen the fabric of the 
community and appreciate an artform that transcends the individual.

Curriculum

 	overview of folkcraft or art that has specific use

 	discussion of different reasons people make art

 	lead discussion of needs of community and establish goals

 	facilitate day fabrication in class time

 	discuss ways in which work could help demonstrate the collective art experience



Time Management Plan

 	agree on which schools would participate

 	time – art class time

 	set-up place preliminary meeting with art teacher.  Determine how and where work 
is made.

 	fabricate work

 	collect work

 	fire work – once fired (stain oxides) – on location.  School that have kilns.

 	put together announcement that explains program to community

 	agree on art show time/location

 	set up show


Follow-up
	I would like the input of the CQCC as to arrive at an effective way to inform the 
students as to how their work has helped to advance the district mission.
	Feedback from the schools to the students and community is paramount to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of this genre of artmaking.
	I look forward to hearing your ideas and suggestions.
